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From 2013-16, over 200 million phones sold in the US
annually, and Mintel estimates that sales will stand at a
record of 204 million units in 2017. Phone manufacturers
have successfully and consistently driven upgrades.
However, given that the majority of adults own a phone
that is less than two years old, substantial advances in
technology need to continue just to maintain sales.
Billy Hulkower, Senior Technology Analyst
This report looks at the following areas:
•
•
•

Massive historic sales difficult to surpass
Duopoly dominates
Durable phones may damage sales

Owned by 96% of adults, the mobile phone is now the second-most commonly owned electronics
product behind only the television, and ranks higher than televisions when it comes to recent sales. By
the close of 2017, over a billion phones will have been sold over a five-year period. While some portion
of these sales are business purchases, the majority of adults (75%) acquired their current phone within
the past two years. While the success of the phone market nearly defies superlatives, it also poses a
substantial problem for marketers who are expected to increase brand sales annually. The term “peak
iPhone” has undoubtedly caused some sleepless nights, and can readily be translated to “peak Galaxy.”
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The Consumer – What You Need to Know
Three in four own a phone less than two years old
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Smartphone users ready for next level of activity

Length of Phone Ownership
Two years remains the norm
Figure 22: Age of phone, January 2017
Age chief determinant of recent upgrade
Figure 23: Age of phone, by age of owner, January 2017
Dads buy in
Figure 24: Age of phone, by parental status, January 2017
Recent purchase nearly universal among Hispanic Millennials
Figure 25: Age of phone, by Hispanic origin and generation, January 2017

Loyalty
Stated loyalty limited
In their own words:
Figure 26: Brand loyalty, by age, January 2017
Young women stuck on iPhone
Figure 27: Brand loyalty, by gender and age, January 2017
Limited distinctions outside of gender and age
Figure 28: Brand loyalty, by race and Hispanic origin, January 2017

Interest in Purchasing
Less than a third ready for next smartphone
In their own words:
Figure 29: Interest in acquiring a new smartphone, by age, January 2017
Higher-income groups more content with current phone
Figure 30: Interest in acquiring a new smartphone, by household income, January 2017
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Hispanic Millennials deserve attention
Figure 32: Interest in acquiring a new smartphone, by race, Hispanic origin, and generation, January 2017

Promoting New Activities
Integrating with dashboard, television, and smart home
Figure 33: Current activities and interest in activity adoption, January 2017
Young men ready to adopt
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Urbanites atop interest
Figure 35: Current activities and interest in activity adoption, by location of residence, January 2017

Reasons to Upgrade
Storage, camera, screen size continue to drive sales
In their own words:
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Figure 36: Reasons to upgrade, January 2017
Usual suspects more interested in improving their phones
Figure 37: Reasons to upgrade, by age, January 2017
Figure 38: Reasons to upgrade, by location of residence, January 2017
Figure 39: Reasons to upgrade, by Hispanic origin and generation, January 2017

In Their Own Words – Qualitative Responses
Keeping abreast of tech: Mobile just part of the mix
Durability, battery remain areas for improvement
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Sales data
Fan chart forecast
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Abbreviations
Terms
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